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Western Australia has a distinguished history of craft jewellery. From the early days of the gold 

rush when new arrivals sought to identify with this unfamiliar landscape by documenting its 

topography, flora, and fauna, jewellers have been crafting objects for adornment made 

from its rich ores and minerals. Like the original owners of the land, they have created objects 

that celebrate the unique beauty of this place to enhance everyday life and bring special 

significance to rituals and ceremonies. In the 1970s, following another mining boom and an 

international craft revival, local jewellery and metalsmithing once again flourished. A degree 

course was established at the Western Australian Institute of Technology in 1974, and in 1978, 

the Western Australian Jewellers’ Group was formed. It morphed into Jewellers and 

Metalsmiths Group of Australia (JMGA WA) in 1980. With the essential infrastructure in place, 

locally-based jewellers established national and international reputations over the ensuing 

decades.  

 

COUNTERPOINT showcases work made by current JMGA members of this important cultural 

institution. It is presented as part of the Indian Ocean Craft Triennial (IOTA21). COUNTERPOINT 

provides an opportunity to understand the extraordinary creative alchemy of these 

remarkable artists who work in metal, found materials, gemstones, and ore bodies. The 

exhibition continues that long and vibrant tradition of making that uniquely identifies us and 

adds immeasurably to the cultural landscape of this place while simultaneously providing a 

window into the mysteries of individual creative practices.  

 

Each of the twenty artists has created works that emphasise or clarify aspects of their 

creative mission. Most have chosen to contrast or juxtapose different forms or materials. Like 

musicians combining other melodic lines to generate new relationships, the JMGA WA artists 

have used their technical skills as makers to contrast one visual element with another. 

Subthemes contribute to the orchestration. Many of the artists used metal. Some colour the 

surface, others mould, many fuse. Yet others cast it into complex forms. High tech’ and low, 

the variety of their approach to making is endlessly varied. Several artists combine these 

processes, and a couple use materials sourced from nature or retrieve and reimagine 

discarded products. As a result, the scale varies enormously though none are so large they 

cannot be cupped in two hands or secured with fingers.   

 

Several artists reference the sea as a site of mystery and wonder or as a medium of passage 

and transaction. Some allude to the human condition, of life and death and growth. Most of 

these objects have their resting place on the human body, but a few sit comfortably on 

tables, walls or shelves awaiting activation. All respond to our humanity, our sense of 



ourselves as interactive beings, shaped by and actively shaping our world. That is the great 

joy of art devised for human participation, and it is the great challenge of an exhibition that 

aims to showcase works while separating them from that human engagement. It is why the 

group agreed on the necessity of a ‘Get it on!’ day during the exhibition when the audience 

will be invited to handle, wear and explore the work off its plinth, outside its display case, 

freed from the wall. For the artists in this exhibition, the moment when their works are used, 

worn, and utilised, is when they really come alive. 

 

The process of curation is often post factum, dealing with work already fabricated, so this 

approach offered more interactivity and engagement. All the works on show in 

COUNTERPOINT were developed over a year of active collaboration. Through regular 

meetings, the curatorial rationale for the theme of ‘counterpoint’ was explored to ensure it 

provided latitude for each artist to create works that accentuated or illuminated aspects of 

their practice. From early discussions around thematic possibilities, we moved to extended 

dialogues with individual artists, who extrapolated their ideas to the group. Each used the 

theme as a catalyst to interrogate and re-energise their practice. As a consequence, the 

exhibition has been designed to reveal that alchemy of transformation from an idea, 

drawing, found object, or concept into an object to be worn or held. Through the inclusion 

of studies, trials, drawings or inspirational source materials, the exhibition becomes a journey 

of discovery that encompasses a range of approaches and contemporary interpretations, 

inventions, and re-imaginings. These resonances add additional strata of meaning that 

ensure it is a rich and engaging odyssey. 

 

The meetings highlighted groupings that would sit comfortably within a large-scale exhibition. 

Some works spoke with similar intonation; others offered notes of contrast or resonance. The 

task was to corral these different voices from a range of cultural backgrounds and 

experiences, expressed through diverse materials and means of fabrication, into a coherent 

exhibition that amplifies the dynamic contrapuntal harmony. COUNTERPOINT is a group 

exhibition in the best sense of that descriptor. It is a product of the sympathetic, informed, 

and collaborative approach that is at the core of the mission of the JMGA. 

 

Ted Snell AM CitWA is an Honorary Professor in the School of Arts & Humanities at Edith 

Cowan University 
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